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Cognitive behavioural therapy with optional graded 
exercise therapy in patients with severe fatigue with myotonic 
dystrophy type 1: a multicentre, single-blind, randomised trial
Kees Okkersen*, Cecilia Jimenez-Moreno*, Stephan Wenninger*, Ferroudja Daidj*, Jeffrey Glennon, Sarah Cumming, Roberta Littleford, 
Darren G Monckton, Hanns Lochmüller, Michael Catt, Catharina G Faber, Adrian Hapca, Peter T Donnan, Gráinne Gorman*, Guillaume Bassez*, 
Benedikt Schoser*, Hans Knoop*, Shaun Treweek*, Baziel G M van Engelen*, for the OPTIMISTIC consortium†

Summary
Background Myotonic dystrophy type 1 is the most common form of muscular dystrophy in adults and leads to severe 
fatigue, substantial physical functional impairment, and restricted social participation. In this study, we aimed to 
determine whether cognitive behavioural therapy optionally combined with graded exercise compared with standard 
care alone improved the health status of patients with myotonic dystrophy type 1.

Methods We did a multicentre, single-blind, randomised trial, at four neuromuscular referral centres with experience 
in treating patients with myotonic dystrophy type 1 located in Paris (France), Munich (Germany), Nijmegen 
(Netherlands), and Newcastle (UK). Eligible participants were patients aged 18 years and older with a confirmed 
genetic diagnosis of myotonic dystrophy type 1, who were severely fatigued (ie, a score of ≥35 on the checklist-
individual strength, subscale fatigue). We randomly assigned participants (1:1) to either cognitive behavioural therapy 
plus standard care and optional graded exercise or standard care alone. Randomisation was done via a central web-
based system, stratified by study site. Cognitive behavioural therapy focused on addressing reduced patient initiative, 
increasing physical activity, optimising social interaction, regulating sleep–wake patterns, coping with pain, and 
addressing beliefs about fatigue and myotonic dystrophy type 1. Cognitive behavioural therapy was delivered over a 
10-month period in 10–14 sessions. A graded exercise module could be added to cognitive behavioural therapy in 
Nijmegen and Newcastle. The primary outcome was the 10-month change from baseline in scores on the DM1-Activ-c 
scale, a measure of capacity for activity and social participation (score range 0–100). Statistical analysis of the primary 
outcome included all participants for whom data were available, using mixed-effects linear regression models with 
baseline scores as a covariate. Safety data were presented as descriptives. This trial is registered with ClinicalTrials.
gov, number NCT02118779.

Findings Between April 2, 2014, and May 29, 2015, we randomly assigned 255 patients to treatment: 128 to cognitive 
behavioural therapy plus standard care and 127 to standard care alone. 33 (26%) of 128 assigned to cognitive 
behavioural therapy also received the graded exercise module. Follow-up continued until Oct 17, 2016. The DM1-
Activ-c score increased from a mean (SD) of 61·22 (17·35) points at baseline to 63·92 (17·41) at month 10 in the 
cognitive behavioural therapy group (adjusted mean difference 1·53, 95% CI –0·14 to 3·20), and decreased from 
63·00 (17·35) to 60·79 (18·49) in the standard care group (–2·02, –4·02 to –0·01), with a mean difference between 
groups of 3·27 points (95% CI 0·93 to 5·62, p=0·007). 244 adverse events occurred in 65 (51%) patients in the 
cognitive behavioural therapy group and 155 in 63 (50%) patients in the standard care alone group, the most common 
of which were falls (155 events in 40 [31%] patients in the cognitive behavioural therapy group and 71 in 33 [26%] patients 
in the standard care alone group). 24 serious adverse events were recorded in 19 (15%) patients in the cognitive 
behavioural therapy group and 23 in 15 (12%) patients in the standard care alone group, the most common of which 
were gastrointestinal and cardiac. 

Interpretation Cognitive behavioural therapy increased the capacity for activity and social participation in patients 
with myotonic dystrophy type 1 at 10 months. With no curative treatment and few symptomatic treatments, cognitive 
behavioural therapy could be considered for use in severely fatigued patients with myotonic dystrophy type 1.
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Introduction
Myotonic dystrophy type 1 is an autosomal dominant, 
chronic, progressive, multisystem disorder, and the most 
common form of muscular dystrophy in adults.1 The 

disease leads to substantial physical impairment, which, 
in combination with the neuropsychological effects of 
the condition, results in severely restricted social 
participation.2–6 No curative treatment exists, and there is 
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little evidence for the efficacy of rehabilitative approaches, 
resulting in an unmet need for treatments that aim to 
improve health status.7

A myotonic dystrophy type 1-specific model of factors 
determining health status was empirically derived 
from the findings of our previous longitudinal study.8 
This model predicts that patient-reported health status 
can be improved by addressing reduced 
patient initiative, optimising physical activity, and 
alleviating fatigue. Previous studies have shown that 
fatigue is a highly prevalent and debilitating symptom 
of myotonic dystrophy type 1.9,10 In other conditions 
such as chronic fatigue syndrome and type 1 diabetes, 
cognitive behavioural therapy has been effective in 
relieving fatigue.11,12 In facioscapulohumeral muscular 
dystrophy, cognitive behavioural therapy reduced 
fatigue and increased objective activity (measured with 
actometry) and social participation.13 Additionally, 
accumulating evidence supports the beneficial effects 
of low-to-moderate-intensity strength and aerobic 
exercise training, and of an active lifestyle, in 
neuromuscular diseases.14,15 Nevertheless, previous 
reviews have concluded that studies assessing graded 
activity in neuromuscular diseases are limited in 
number and quality, and that there is a need for 
disease-specific, randomised, controlled trials 
investigating the effect of activity on health status.14,16 
We therefore did a large randomised trial to determine 
whether cognitive behavioural therapy plus optional 
graded exercise improved the health status of patients 

with myotonic dystrophy type 1 compared with 
standard care alone.17

Methods
Study design and participants
We did a multicentre, randomised, single-blind trial, at 
four neuromuscular referral centres with experience in 
treating patients with myotonic dystrophy type 1 located 
in Paris (France), Munich (Germany), Nijmegen 
(Netherlands), and Newcastle (UK). The study was 
approved by the institutional review boards at each of the 
four clinical sites. The study protocol has previously been 
published.17

We recruited patients with a confirmed genetic 
diagnosis of myotonic dystrophy type 1 aged 18 years 
and older who were severely fatigued (as measured by 
the checklist-individual strength subscale fatigue 
[CIS-fatigue], score ≥35),18 able to walk independently 
(walking aids permitted), and able to undergo trial 
interventions. The main exclusion criteria were 
neurological or orthopaedic comorbidity interfering with 
the interventions or possibly influencing outcomes. The 
full list of  exclusion criteria can be found in the appendix. 
Patients were recruited by invitation via myotonic 
dystrophy type 1 registries, from clinics via their treating 
neurologists, or independently through study awareness 
by patient organisations. We invited the patients’ 
caregivers to participate, as described previously.17 
Patients gave written informed consent before study 
entry. 

Research in context

Evidence before this study
There is no cure for myotonic dystrophy type 1 and symptomatic 
treatment options are limited in this multisystem disease. We 
searched PubMed for original research and review articles 
published before March 1, 2018, without language restriction. 
Keywords were “myotonic dystrophy type 1” in combination 
with “therapy”, “trial”, and “randomised trial”. Therapeutic trials 
were few and included small numbers of patients. Smaller 
studies provided some evidence for a benefit from physical 
exercise therapy. Health status in myotonic dystrophy type 1 is 
determined by several factors, some of which might be 
amenable to treatment, such as fatigue, reduced initiative, and 
physical inactivity. For chronic neuromuscular diseases in 
general, there is accumulating evidence for prescribing an active 
lifestyle and low-to-moderate intensity aerobic exercise training. 
However, there is a need for high-quality, disease-specific, 
randomised trials investigating the effect of behavioural change 
interventions on health status.

Added value of this study
We used a novel trial approach (a randomised, controlled study 
of cognitive behavioural therapy in a genetic disease) based on a 
previously reported model based on a previously reported model 

built specifically for myotonic dystrophy type 1. Our findings 
showed that in severely fatigued adult patients with myotonic 
dystrophy type 1, addition of an individually-tailored, 10-month 
cognitive behavioural therapy programme optionally combined 
with graded exercise led to increases in objective physical activity 
and exercise capacity, decreased fatigue, and improved activity 
and participation as measured by the DM1-Activ-c score, but 
without evidence of improved self-reported quality of life. 
Although cognitive behavioural therapy was generally safe, the 
frequency of reported falls was increased.

Implications of all the available evidence
Smaller studies of physical exercise in patients with myotonic 
dystrophy type 1 have shown its feasibility and benefit on 
patients’ health status. The findings from our study add to the 
existing evidence by confirming, in a large multicentre cohort, 
the feasibility of behavioural change intervention and its 
efficacy through improvements in capacity for activity and 
participation, fatigue, and exercise capacity. Cognitive 
behavioural therapy could be implemented into existing 
rehabilitation programmes for myotonic dystrophy type 1, if 
combined with appropriate measures to prevent falls.
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Randomisation and masking
We randomly assigned participants (1:1) either to cognitive 
behavioural therapy plus standard care and optional 
graded exercise or to standard care alone. Randomisation 
was done via the central Tayside Randomisation web-
based system (TRuST) developed by the Tayside Clinical 
Trials Unit (University of Dundee, Dundee, UK). Trials 
unit statisticians and data management staff programmed 
TRuST to implement the randomisation described in 
the OPTIMISTIC protocol so that randomisation was 
stratified by site (location of inclusion) and minimised for 
baseline severity of myotonic dystrophy type 1 (as assessed 
by the muscular impairment rating scale [MIRS]) and for 
baseline involvement of a caregiver.19 Immediate family 
members (ie, parents, children, and siblings) were 
allocated as a cluster to avoid treatment contamination. 
Only outcome adjudicators were masked to treatment 
allocation; they were also instructed to refrain from 
interactions with the patient that could disclose treatment 
allocation. During therapy, patients were discouraged 
from disclosing their treatment allocation to outcome 
adjudicators.

Procedures
Patients in the comparison group received standard care 
applicable to each individual’s country (appendix). In 
addition to receiving standard care, all patients 
randomised  to the intervention group also received 
cognitive behavioural therapy (details in the appendix).17 
In a process of shared decision making on the basis of 
therapists’ assessment and questionnaire assessment, 
cognitive behavioural therapy was customised to 
individual participants by the selection of one or more 
appropriate treatment modules: regulating sleep–wake 
pattern, compensating for reduced patient initiative, 
formulating helpful beliefs about fatigue and myotonic 
dystrophy type 1, optimising social interactions, and 
coping with pain. To ensure a high degree of treatment 
integrity, cognitive behavioural therapy was manual 
based, delivered by therapists experienced in cognitive 
behavioural therapy with extensive training before the 
start of the trial, and monitored during the delivery of the 
intervention (appendix). The treatment manual is 
available upon request from HK (hans.knoop@amc.uva.
nl). We assessed treatment integrity of cognitive 
behavioural therapy given during the trial through 
therapist-recorded case report forms from each session 
from every cognitive behavioural therapy participant, and 
by the assessment of audio records of cognitive 
behavioural therapy sessions that were made during the 
intervention (appendix).

If considered appropriate through a process of shared 
decision making between cognitive behavioural therapist 
and participant, a graded exercise module supervised by 
a physical therapist could optionally be added to cognitive 
behavioural therapy (appendix). Although we planned 
this addition in all four centres, differences in standard 

care meant we could implement graded exercise at only 
two of four sites (Nijmegen and Newcastle). As it was not 
possible to offer the graded exercise module as an option 
within the French and German care pathways, this 
constituted a protocol deviation (appendix). The graded 
exercise module constituted a structured exercise 
programme aimed at increasing physical fitness. The 
programme was individually tailored, but targeted 
incorporating moderate-intensity exercises (eg, walking, 
cycling, jogging, or dancing) for at least half an hour, 
three times per week. The graded exercise module was 
given during the intervention period.

The overall intervention (cognitive behavioural therapy 
and graded exercise when applicable) was scheduled for 
a duration of 10 months, starting directly after 
randomisation. Patients were to receive 10–14 sessions of 
cognitive behavioural therapy (no specific duration 
specified), with most sessions delivered in the 
first 4–5 months. There were up to five assessment visits: 
eligibility screening followed by baseline, 5, 10, and 
16 months post-randomisation, with the primary 
outcome measured at 10 months. We planned for a 
minimum of five face-to-face sessions, but other 
communication formats, such as telephone or video calls 
were acceptable. Onsite and remote visits to assess 
protocol compliance and adherence to good clinical 
practice guidelines were done during the study by local 
trial staff and by staff from the Tayside Clinical Trials 
Unit. 

Outcomes
The primary outcome was the change from baseline in 
scores on the DM1-Activ-c scale at the end of the 
10-month intervention period (see appendix for details 
on all outcome measures). This disease-specific, Rasch-
built scale is a patient-reported outcome measure of 
capacity for activity and social participation with 
a 0–100 interval range (a higher score indicates higher 
capacity).20,21 This scale is the updated version of the 
previous myotonic dystrophy type 1-Activ scale that had a 
0–40 score range. We based our power calculation on the 
DM1-Activ scale and planned it to be the primary 
outcome measure. However, deviating from the study 
protocol (appendix), we decided to use the DM1-Activ-c 
scale after criticism of the previous version (published 
in 2010) led to its revision; the updated version was 
published in 2015 but was available to us in advance, 
before the start of the study in 2014.21

We had predefined secondary outcome measures 
categorised into five groups: physical activity and exercise 
capacity (6-min walk test with Borg scale assessment, 
myotonic dystrophy health index, and physical activity 
measured with an accelerometer [appendix]); fatigue and 
sleepiness (fatigue and daytime sleepiness scale and 
CIS-fatigue); quality of life (individualised neuromuscular 
quality of life questionnaire [INQOL]); depressive 
symptoms (Beck depression inventory-fast screen); and 
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cognition (the apathy evaluation scale–clinician version 
and Stroop colour–word interference test score; appendix 
and study protocol).17 The Borg scale is a subjective 
measure of perceived exertion taken immediately after the 
6-min walk test; we used the 0–10 scale, as recommended 
previously.22 For accelerometry, we calculated mean 24 h 
activity levels, and levels of activity during the five most 
active and five least active hours of the day. Adverse events 
and serious adverse events were reported continuously 
during the study and reviewed at each study visit.17

Statistical analysis
On the basis of a minimum clinically important mean 
difference of 1·4 on the original 40-item myotonic 
dystrophy type 1-Activ scale, an SD of 3·5, effect 
size of 0·4, and 80% power at the 5% significance level, a 
total sample size of 200 patients was required.17 We 
accounted for the potential of clustering of family 
members in identical treatment groups by increasing the 

sample size to 208. The trial was also fully powered for 
the 6-min walk test, a secondary outcome assessing 
exercise capacity.23 The recruitment target was set at 
296 to allow for a potential dropout rate of up to 
30% based on previous pilot studies in patients with 
myotonic dystrophy type 1.24 Full details of the sample 
size calculations have been described previously (see full 
trial protocol and the statistical analysis plan [SAP]).17 The  
SAP was publicly available before completion of the 
study. Analyses were done by the trial statistician (AH), 
and checked by a second statistician (PTD).

The primary outcome analysis was done according to a  
modified intention-to-treat priciple, including all 
participants for whom data were available. We used 
mixed-effects regression models with baseline scores as 
a covariate to assess the change in the DM1-Activ-c score 
at 10 months. Previously, raw sum scores of the 
DM1-Activ-c scale were translated into a log-odds units 
(logit) scale, using the Rasch model.25 Because logits are 
difficult to interpret intuitively, they were converted into 
a centile metric score with values ranging from 0 (most 
severe activity and social participation limitations) to 
100 (no activity and social participation limitations). The 
mixed-effects models included the intervention as a 
binary variable, age and the minimisation variables 
(MIRS score and involvement of the caregiver at baseline) 
as fixed effects, and site as a random effect. Random 
effects were included for each participant in the repeated-
measures analyses, as well as for correlation within 
family groups. Results are presented as model-derived 
means and 95% CIs. Planned subgroup analyses were 
carried out by testing for a subgroup by intervention 
interaction, as detailed previously (SAP).17 Predefined 
subgroups were implemented for the number of 
cognitive behavioural therapy sessions attended, clinical 
site, severity of myotonic dystrophy type 1 as defined by 
MIRS score, involvement of the caregiver, age, sex, and 
addition of the graded exercise module to cognitive 
behavioural therapy. All these analyses were repeated for 
all secondary outcome measures. Additionally, we did 
post-hoc repeated measures analysis for primary and 
secondary outcomes at all timepoints (5 months, 
10 months, and 16 months). We used SAS software 
(version 9.4) for statistical analyses. An independent 
advisory committee oversaw the study. This trial is 
registered with ClinicalTrials.gov, number NCT02118779.

Role of the funding source
The funder of the study had no role in study design, data 
collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of 
the report. All authors had full access to all the data in the 
study and had final responsibility for the decision to 
submit for publication. Researchers wishing to access 
the data collected in the OPTIMISTIC study are 
requested to contact BGMvE (baziel.vanengelen@
radboudumc.nl) and sign a data access agreement. 
Requests for access will be reviewed by a panel involving 

Figure: Trial profile
CIS-fatigue=checklist-individual strength, subscale fatigue.

Data available for 107 at 16-month
analysis
7 did not attend measurement visit 
 but remained in the trial

Data available for 115 at primary 
analysis (10 months)
5 did not attend measurement visit 
 but remained in the trial

6 discontinued treatment and were
 lost to follow-up
 1 cardiac arrest
 1 perceived lack of benefit
 4 unknown

128 assigned to cognitive behavioural 
 therapy intervention with 
 optional graded exercise

8 discontinued treatment and were
 lost to follow-up
 1 death
 1 fall
 2 patient decision
 4 unknown

Data available for 105 at 16-month
analysis
6 did not attend measurement visit 
 but remained in the trial

Data available for 116 at primary 
analysis (10 months)
6 did not attend measurement visit 
 but remained in the trial

11 discontinued treatment and were
 lost to follow-up
 1 death
 1 depression
 9 unknown

127 assigned to standard care

5 discontinued treatment and were
 lost to follow-up (all unknown)

255 randomly assigned

344 patients assessed for eligibility

89 ineligible
 57 CIS-fatigue score <35
 3 severe depression
 29 other

For statistical analysis plan see 
http://www.optimistic-dm.eu/

images/com_projectfork/
progress/OPTIMISTIC_SAP.pdf
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one representative from each of the four clinical sites, 
chaired by BGMvE.

Results
Between April 2, 2014, and May 29, 2015, we randomly 
assigned 255 patients to treatment: 128 patients to the 
cognitive behavioural therapy intervention and 127 to 
standard care alone (figure). Follow-up continued until 
Oct 17, 2016, when the last patient underwent the 
16-month assessment. Baseline characteristics were 
similar between groups (table 1). 33 (26%) of the 
128 patients assigned to intervention received the 
additional graded exercise module. There was no crossover 
from standard care to intervention; four patients assigned 
to cognitive behavioural therapy considered it too much 
burden and did not attend any sessions, but remained in 
the trial. At 10 months, 231 (91%) patients completed the 
primary outcome evaluation, with similar losses to follow-
up across both groups. The reasons given for trial 
withdrawal included the burden of travelling to the clinical 
site for trial measurements and the number of 
questionnaires to be completed at each visit.

During the study, some protocol violations occurred 
(appendix). The most important of these was that we 
made use of the DM1-Activ-c scale. Additionally, although 
we planned to offer graded exercise in all four centres, we 
were able to do so only in Nijmegen and Newcastle, thus 
limiting the availability of this add-on to cognitive 
behavioural therapy. Other deviations are in the appendix.

After 10 months, there was an adjusted mean increase 
in scores on the DM1-Activ-c scale of 1·53 points (95% CI 
–0·14 to 3·20) in the cognitive behavioural therapy 
group compared with an adjusted mean decrease of 
–2·02 points (–4·02 to –1·01) in the standard care group 
(table 2). In our predefined primary outcome analysis of 
DM1-Activ-c, there was a difference between groups of 
3·27 points (95% CI 0·93 to 5·62, p=0·007) in favour of 
the intervention group at 10 months. Differences at 
10 months in favour of cognitive behavioural therapy 
were also shown for secondary outcomes of total distance 
on the 6-min walk test, the fatigue and daytime 
sleepiness scale, CIS-fatigue, and daily activity levels 
(mean 24 h activity and mean activity in the most active 
5 h of the day, over at least 7 consecutive days) measured 
by accelerometry (table 2). Although scores on the 
myotonic dystrophy health index and INQOL decreased 
from baseline to 10-month follow-up in the intervention 
and standard care group, no significant between-group 
differences were noted. The secondary outcome 
measures of apathy evaluation scale, Stroop colour–word 
interference, accelerometry for the least active 5 h, and 
Beck depression inventory-fast screen showed no change 
over time and no between-group differences (table 2).

With one exception (the effect of site on fatigue and 
daytime sleepiness scale at 10 months), prespecified 
subgroup analyses yielded no significant interactions of 
age, sex, site, severity of myotonic dystrophy type 1 as 

defined by MIRS, involvement of caregiver, number of 
cognitive behavioural therapy sessions, or the addition of 
the supervised graded exercise module to cognitive 
behavioural therapy on primary or secondary outcomes 
at 10 months, after Bonferroni correction for multiple 
testing (appendix). In a post-hoc analysis, scores on the 
CIS-fatigue scale at 10 months decreased to less than 
35 in 47 (42%) of 112 patients in the cognitive behavioural 
therapy group and in 20 (19%) of 106 patients in the 
standard care group.

Cognitive behavioural 
therapy intervention group 
(n=128)

Standard care group 
(n=127)

Age (years) 44·8 (11·7) 46·4 (11·3)

Sex

Male 70 (55%) 67 (53%)

Female 58 (45%) 60 (47%)

BMI (kg/m²) 26·5 (6·1) 26·2 (5·3)

Age at disease onset (years) 24·9 (12·6) 26·2 (13·3)

Duration of disease (years) 19·7 (9·6) 19·4 (10·5)

Participants with a family member in the study 12 (9%) 18 (14%)

Location of enrolment

Paris, France 37 (29%) 34 (27%)

Munich, Germany 33 (26%) 33 (26%)

Newcastle, UK 25 (20%) 27 (21%)

Nijmegen, Netherlands 33 (26%) 33 (26%)

Years of education 14·0 (3·5) 14·6 (4·2)

MIRS 3 (1–5) 3 (1–5)

Use of walking aids

Walking with aids* 23 (18%) 25 (20%)

Intermittent use of wheelchair* 18 (14%) 20 (16%)

CIS-fatigue 44·9 (5·9) 44·9 (6·3)

BDI-FS 4·3 (3·1) 4·0 (3·2)

Involvement of caregiver* 56 (44%) 50 (39%)

Employment 46 (36%) 49 (39%)

Presence of cardiac condition

Cardiac condition (not further specified) 6 (5%) 2 (2%)

Cardiac arrhythmia or conduction defect 37 (30%) 41 (33%)

Cardiomyopathy 3 (2%) 3 (2%)

Presence of pacemaker or ICD 23 (18%) 21 (17%)

Regular use of assistive ventilatory device 23 (18%) 16 (13%)

Medication

Psychostimulant drug use (total) 25 (20%) 25 (20%)

Modafinil 20 (16%) 19 (15%)

Ritalin 2 (2%) 1 (1%)

Antidepressants 3 (2%) 5 (4%)

Genetics

Estimated progenitor CTG repeat length 233·0 (50·0–789·0) 211·5 (61·0–726·0)

Modal CTG repeat length 508·9 (276·1) 512·3 (292·2)

Data are mean (SD), n (%), or median (range). BMI=body-mass index. MIRS=muscular impairment rating scale. 
CIS-fatigue=checklist-individual strength, subscale fatigue. BDI-FS=Beck depression inventory fast-screen. 
ICD=implantable cardioverter-defibrillator. *One missing value for walking with aids, intermittent wheelchair use, 
and involvement of the caregiver.

Table 1: Baseline characteristics
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Post-hoc repeated measures analysis of scores on the 
DM1-Activ-c scale showed improved scores compared 
with baseline in the intervention group at 5 months, the 
highest scores at 10 months, and continuing above 

baseline values until 16 months, although scores were 
similar to those in the standard care group at 16 months 
(appendix). The difference between intervention and 
standard care groups over all periods was in favour of the 

Cognitive behavioural therapy intervention group (n=128) Standard care group (n=127) Mean (95% CI) difference between 
groups

N Mean (SD) 
unadjusted

Mean change (95% CI) 
from baseline adjusted*

N Mean (SD) 
unadjusted

Mean change (95% CI) 
from baseline adjusted*

Adjusted* p value

Primary outcome

DM1-Activ-c score†

Baseline 128 61·22 (17·35) ·· 127 63·00 (17·35) ·· ·· ··

10 months 115 63·92 (17·41) 1·53 (–0·14 to 3·20) 116 60·79 (18·49) –2·02 (–4·02 to –0·01) 3·27 (0·93 to 5·62) 0·007

Secondary outcomes

Total distance (m) in 6-min walk test†

Baseline 128 389·29 (123·20) ·· 127 400·69 (119·74) ·· ·· ··

10 months 111 420·65 (134·84) 22·61 (10·60 to 34·61) 99 401·10 (133·49) –4·39 (–14·49 to 5·72) 26·5 (11·1 to 41·8) 0·0009

End-of-test Borg score‡

Baseline 128 4·56 (2·28) ·· 4·58 (2·14) ·· ·· ··

10 months 111 4·22 (2·01) –0·21 (–0·59 to 1·76) 4·60 (2·05) 0·235 ( –0·17 to 1·79) –0·42 (–0·89 to 0·06) 0·083

MDHI score‡

Baseline 128 37·49 (18·33) ·· 127 35·64 (16·08) ·· ·· ··

10 months 112 31·78 (19·35) –5·30 (–7·44 to –3·15) 106 33·05 (17·72) –2·07 (–4·36 to 0·22) –2·35 ( –5·35 to 0·65) 0·126

Mean (24 h) physical activity (accelerometry [ENMO])†

Baseline 128 19·92 (9·53) ·· 127 21·33 (12·72) ·· ·· ··

10 months 88 21·22 (9·91) 0·977 (–0·292 to 2·247) 76 19·32 (8·85) –2·192 (–3·831 to –0·554) 3·23 (1·47 to 5·00) 0·0005

Mean (most active 5 h) physical activity (accelerometry [ENMO])†

Baseline 128 48·80 (26·19) ·· 127 51·01 (34·56) ·· ·· ··

10 months 88 53·60 (29·93) 3·439 (–0·897 to 7·776) 76 47·21 (24·93) –3·897 (–8·366 to 0·572) 8·36 (2·62 to 14·10) 0·005

Mean (least active 5 h) physical activity (accelerometry [ENMO])†

Baseline 128 3·86 (0·79) ·· 127 4·29 (2·38) ·· ·· ··

10 months 88 3·88 (0·78) 0·038 (–0·142 to 0·217) 76 3·80 (0·66) –0·541 (–1·154 to 0·073) 0·181 (–0·059 to 0·422) 0·141

FDSS score‡

Baseline 128 45·87 (9·72) ·· 126 46·52 (11·54) ·· ·· ··

10 months 109 38·38 (10·27) –7·44 (–9·20 to –5·68) 104 43·22 (10·78) –3·50 (–5·16 to –1·84) –4·15 (–6·30 to –2·00) 0·0002

CIS-fatigue score‡

Baseline 128 44·89 (5·92) ·· 127 44·88 (6·34) ·· ·· ··

10 months 113 36·27 (10·91) –8·38 (–10·29 to –6·46) 106 40·62 (8·46) –4·34 (–5·82 to –2·85) –3·93 (–1·58 to –6·28) 0·001

INQOL quality of life domain score‡

Baseline 128 78·14 (31·94) ·· 127 72·72 (34·82) ·· ·· ··

10 months 113 69·21 (35·95) –8·15 (–12·96 to –3·34) 105 70·26 (34·80) –2·27 (–8·00 to 3·47) –4·52 (–11·35 to 2·31) 0·196

BDI-FS score‡

Baseline 128 4·31 (3·10) ·· 127 4·03 (3·15) ·· ·· ··

10 months 110 4·06 (3·44) –0·330 (–0·91 to 0·241) 105 3·60 (3·14) –0·277 (–0·794 to 0·240) 0·064 (–0·644 to 0·772) 0·859

AES-c score‡

Baseline 128 38·87 (9·07) ·· 127 37·33 (8·65) ·· ·· ··

10 months 109 36·31 (8·47) 0·74 (–0·57 to 2·04) 103 37·24 (9·84) –0·41 (–1·73 to 0·90) 0·63 (–0·98 to 2·25) 0·444

Stroop colour–word interference test score‡§

Baseline 128 92·19 (72·26) ·· 127 90·27 (51·99) ·· ·· ··

10 months 115 73·95 (40·15) –16·093 (–26·815 to –5·370) 105 77·75 (51·41) –9·995 (–17·127 to –2·863) –0·035 (–0·115 to 0·045) 0·389

Score ranges for outcome measures are in the appendix. DM1=myotonic dystrophy type 1. MDHI=myotonic dystrophy health index total score. ENMO=Euclidean Norm Minus One (appendix). FDSS=fatigue and 
daytime sleepiness scale. CIS-fatigue=checklist-individual strength, subscale fatigue. INQOL=individualised neuromuscular quality of life. BDI-FS=Beck depression inventory-fast screen. AES-c=apathy evaluation 
scale, clinician version. *Adjusted for baseline value, muscular impairment rating scale, site, caregiver involvement, and age. †Higher scores indicate an improvement. ‡Lower scores indicate an 
improvement.§Log-transformed in mixed model.

Table 2: Changes in outcomes between baseline and 10 months
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intervention (p=0·004 for post-hoc repeated measures 
analysis). Similar temporal patterns occurred with the 
6-min walk test, myotonic dystrophy health index, fatigue 
and daytime sleepiness scale, CIS-fatigue, accelerometry 
(mean 24 h and highest 5 h of activity) and INQOL 
(appendix). Of these outcomes, significant between-
group differences were noted for the 6-min walk test, 
fatigue and daytime sleepiness scale, CIS-fatigue, and 
accelerometry. Beck depression inventory-fast screen and 
apathy evaluation scale–clinician version scores were 
stable across timepoints and there were no significant 
between-group differences. Stroop colour–word 
interference scores improved with time in both groups 
but there were no between-group differences (appendix).

We recorded 399 adverse events in 128 (50%) patients 
(table 3). 226 events (57%) were related to falls, 
numerically more in the cognitive behavioural therapy 
intervention group. Adverse events related to infections 
and infestations comprised mostly infections of the 
upper respiratory tract, influenza, and infections in the 
oral cavity. Apart from events related to the respiratory 
tract, thorax, and mediastinum, all other adverse events 
were distributed similarly between groups (table 3).

47 serious adverse events occurred in 34 patients (13%) 
during the study (table 4). These events occurred with 
similar frequency in the cognitive behavioural therapy 
intervention group and the standard care group. The 
distribution of serious adverse events across both groups 
was similar, with the exception of events related to falls 
(numerically more in the intervention group than in the 
standard care alone group).

Discussion
Data from this prospective trial of severely fatigued adult 
patients with myotonic dystrophy type 1 showed that, by 
month 10, cognitive behavioural therapy increased 
patients’ capacity for activity and participation, compared 
with standard care alone. Additionally, several secondary 
outcome measures of fatigue (CIS-fatigue and fatigue 
and daytime sleepiness scale), exercise capacity (6-min 
walk test), and objective physical activity as measured 
with accelerometry were significantly improved with 
cognitive behavioural therapy compared with standard 
care alone. However, improvements in outcome 
measures for quality of life and disease burden were not 
significantly different between groups at 10 months. It 
should be noted that the trial was not powered for any of 
the secondary outcome measures except the 6-min 
walk test.

The multisystem and progressive nature of myotonic 
dystrophy type 1 leads to severe physical impairment, 
restricted social participation, and premature death, yet 
no US Food and Drug Administration-approved therapies 
are yet available.3,26–28 Fatigue is a highly prevalent and 
debilitating symptom of myotonic dystrophy type 1 that 
has been shown to have the greatest negative effect on the 
lives of patients.10 Few, if any, fully validated 

disease-specific outcome measures exist for this disease, 
complicating the undertaking of clinical trials in myotonic 
dystrophy type 1.29 The sensitivity to change for myotonic 
dystrophy type 1-specific outcome measures, including 
the DM1-Activ-c scale, was unknown during the design 
phase of the trial. Nonetheless, we selected the best 
outcome measures available at that time, after careful 
consideration in our consortium and based on consensus 
literature in the international myotonic dystrophy 
type 1 community.30 The clinical relevance of a 3·27 point 
difference on the DM1-Activ-c scale at 10 months was 
supported by concurrent changes in the secondary 
outcome measures in favour of the intervention group 
that measured activity, exercise capacity, and fatigue. In 
particular, the 26·5 m difference between groups for the 
6-min walk test is beyond the minimal clinically important 
change in myotonic dystrophy type 1, which was 
previously defined as a 6% change in walking distance 
between assessments.23 In the cognitive behavioural 
therapy group, the increase in walking distance from 
389 m to 421 m represents an increase of approximately 
8%. The outcomes at follow-up showed a tendency 
towards a decrease of the beneficial effects of cognitive 
behavioural therapy over time. We suggest that booster 

Cognitive behavioural 
therapy intervention 
group (n=128)

Standard care 
group (n=127)

All patients (n=255)

Blood and lymphatics 0 2 (2 [2%]) 2 (2 [<1%])

Cardiac 4 (4 [3%]) 2 (2 [2%]) 6 (6 [2%])

Ear and labyrinth 0 1 (1 [<1%]) 1 (1 [<1%])

Eye disorders 1 (1 [<1%]) 1 (1 [<1%]) 2 (2 [<1%])

Gastrointestinal 7 (5 [4%]) 3 (3 [2%]) 10 (8 [3%])

General disorders 6 (6 [5%]) 6 (6 [5%]) 12 (12 [5%])

Immune system 0 1 (1 [<1%]) 1 (1 [<1%])

Infections and infestations 32 (24 [19%]) 19 (15 [12%]) 51 (39 [15%])

Injury, poisoning, and procedural 
complications

162 (46 [36%]) 81 (39 [31%]) 243 (85 [33%])

Falls 155 (40 [31%]) 71 (33 [26%]) 226 (73 [29%])

Investigations 1 (1 [<1%]) 1 (1 [<1%]) 2 (2 [<1%])

Metabolism and nutrition 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Musculoskeletal and connective tissue 14 (14 [11%]) 12 (9 [7%]) 26 (23 [9%])

Neoplasm 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Nervous system 7 (7 [5%]) 9 (8 [6%]) 16 (15 [6%])

Psychiatric 0 2 (2 [2%]) 2 (2 [<1%])

Reproductive system and breast 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Respiratory thoracic mediastinal 5 (5 [4%]) 12 (9 [7%]) 17 (14 [5%])

Skin subcutaneous 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Vascular disorders 1 (1 [<1%]) 3 (3 [2%]) 4 (4 [2%])

Total number of events 244 (65 [51%]) 155 (63 [50%]) 399 (128 [50%])

Data are the numbers of adverse events that occurred, followed by the number and percentage of patients in whom 
these occurred. Events were classified according to System Organ Class (SOC) adverse event terminology.15 
Non-occurring adverse events from the SOC list are not included in the table. The numbers in brackets do not always 
sum up to the totals presented because some patients had multiple serious adverse events.

Table 3: Adverse events
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sessions of cognitive behavioural therapy might help to 
maintain the beneficial effects to their maximum.31 
Despite the increase in activity and exercise capacity, our 
study did not show changed levels of apathy. This might 
be accounted for by the nature of the cognitive behavioural 
therapy module dealing with apathy, in which we aimed 
to teach patients how to compensate for reduced initiative 
but did not aim to increase levels of initiative per se.

The results of the subgroup analysis showed that 
treatment effects were largely independent of age, sex, 

clinical site, the addition of a graded exercise module, 
disease severity as measured by MIRS score at study 
entry, or involvement of a caregiver. This finding means 
that despite differences in health-care systems, favourable 
effects can be achieved in different settings. The absence 
of additive benefit with addition of the graded exercise 
module suggests that cognitive behavioural therapy 
alone is capable of increasing the capacity for activity and 
exercise in patients with myotonic dystrophy type 1. 
However, the group of patients who received the graded 
exercise module was relatively small, which means care 
is needed when interpreting this result. Moreover, our 
results do not preclude a beneficial effect of exercise 
therapy without cognitive behavioural therapy in patients 
with myotonic dystrophy type 1, as suggested 
previously.32,33 Finally, we were surprised to find that the 
involvement of a caregiver with the study did not affect 
outcome, as we had expected better outcomes through 
supportive effects when caregivers were involved with 
the study.

With regard to the safety of cognitive behavioural 
therapy, the similar distribution of serious adverse 
events across groups was reassuring. However, falls 
were numerically more frequent in the intervention 
group. Falls are a common complication in the natural 
history of myotonic dystrophy type 1, but the increased 
risk of less serious falls linked to the cognitive 
behavioural therapy intervention underlines the 
importance of monitoring and, where possible, 
addressing this issue in clinical practice and future 
clinical trials.34,35 Furthermore, patients may under-report 
complications related to myotonic dystrophy type 1 such 
as falls, as a result of reduced disease awareness.36 The 
excess fall frequency in the cognitive behavioural therapy 
group might be partly explained by better recall in this 
group resulting from more frequent contacts with trial 
staff (ie, cognitive behavioural therapists). Another 
possible explanation is a true increase in fall frequency 
as a result of spending more time being active, during 
which time a higher number of falls might occur. Other 
factors that we did not assess, such as the occurrence of 
cataracts, might also have influenced our results. It 
should be noted that the total number of 
falls (226) recorded in our study is relatively low in 
comparison with a Swedish study35 that reported more 
than 200 falls occurring over a 1-year period in 43 patients 
with myotonic dystrophy type 1. This difference could be 
due to differences in fall assessment and the fact that 
less severely affected patients (as defined by MIRS 
scores) were excluded from the Swedish study. 
Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to conclude that 
increasing activity levels in people with myotonic 
dystrophy type 1 will lead to more falls, though most are 
minor. Balancing this potential harm against the 
potential benefit of increased activity levels needs to be a 
shared decision between patients, carers, and health 
professionals.

Cognitive behavioural 
therapy intervention 
group (n=128)

Standard care 
group (n=127)

All patients (n=255)

Total falls 5 (5 [4%]) 1 (1 [<1%]) 6 (6 [2%])

Fall 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Fall with fracture (extremity) 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Fall with suspected or actual cranial 
trauma

3 (3 [2%]) 1 (1 [<1%]) 4 (4 [2%])

Total pulmonary and non-cardiac chest 5 (5 [4%]) 5 (5 [4%]) 10 (10 [4%])

Pneumonia 3 (3 [2%]) 3 (3 [2%]) 6 (6 [2%])

Chest infection 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Pulmonary embolism 0 2 (2 [1%]) 2 (2 [<1%])

Pneumothorax 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Total cardiac 5 (4 [3%]) 6 (4 [3%]) 11 (8 [3%])

Myocardial infarction 1 (1 [<1%]) 2 (2 [1%]) 3 (3 [1%])

Cardiac arrest 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Atypical chest complaints 2 (2 [1%]) 1 (1 [<1%]) 3 (3 [1%])

Tachycardia 0 2 (1 [<1%]) 2 (1 [<1%])

Arrhythmia 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Pacemaker installation 0 1 (1 [<1%]) 1 (1 [<1%])

Total gastrointestinal 6 (5 [4%]) 5 (3 [2%]) 11 (8 [3%])

Constipation 0 2 (1 [<1%]) 2 (1 [<1%])

Dysphagia 0 1 (1 [<1%]) 1 (1 [<1%])

Gallstone attack 1 (1 [<1%]) 1 (1 [<1%]) 2 (2 [<1%])

Bile cystitis 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Peptic ulcer 0 1 (1 [<1%]) 1 (1 [<1%])

Volvulus 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Gastrointestinal malignancy (liver) 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Ulcerative colitis 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Abdominal pain—unknown cause 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Total other 3 (3 [2%]) 6 (5 [4%]) 9 (8 [3%])

Extremity fracture not related to falls 1 (1 [<1%]) 1 (1 [<1%]) 2 (2 [<1%])

Urinary tract infection 0 1 (1 [<1%]) 1 (1 [<1%])

Vertigo 0 1 (1 [<1%]) 1 (1 [<1%])

Headache of severe intensity 0 1 (1 [<1%]) 1 (1 [<1%])

Leg pain—unknown cause 0 1 (1 [<1%]) 1 (1 [<1%])

Back pain (lumbago) 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

(Epileptic) seizure 1 (1 [<1%]) 0 1 (1 [<1%])

Wound dehiscence 0 1 (1 [<1%]) 1 (1 [<1%])

Total serious adverse events 24 (19 [15%]) 23 (15 [12%]) 47 (34 [13%])

Data are the number of adverse events and serious adverse events occurring up to 14 days after the final visit 
(16 months after baseline), followed by number and percentage of patients in whom these occurred. The numbers in 
brackets do not always sum up to the totals presented because some patients had multiple serious adverse events.

Table 4: Serious adverse events
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Our trial was characterised by high recruitment and 
low dropout rates, by contrast with findings from a 
previous study of patients with myotonic dystrophy 
type 1.24 The selection of severely fatigued patients means 
that our results might be applicable to a large proportion 
of patients with myotonic dystrophy type 1, because 
results from a previous study showed severe fatigue 
occurred in 74% of otherwise unselected patients with 
myotonic dystrophy type 1, using the same instrument 
and cutoff score (ie, CIS-fatigue ≥35).9

The trial had some limitations, including an absence of 
information on respiratory muscle involvement, which 
might have affected fatigue, physical activity, and exercise 
capacity. Additionally, more frequent contact with trial 
staff for patients in the intervention group might have 
led to desirability bias: ie, patients providing more 
desirable answers on patient-reported outcome measures 
in comparison with the standard care group. 
Nevertheless, the significant between-group differences 
of objective physical activity, as measured with 
accelerometry, and the 6-min walk test, a measure of 
exercise capacity, argue against desirability bias as a sole 
explanation for our favourable results. In common with 
other studies employing accelerometry, there were 
missing data.37,38 However, the quantity of missing data 
did not differ significantly between groups, and reasons 
for non-compliance and device loss or failure were 
similar to those reported in the literature.37,38
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